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THE STRESSED VOWELS OF NEGRO AND WHITE SPEECH

OF THE SOUTHERN STATES: A COMPARISON

Howard B. Shayer
New York City

This study deals with the stressed vowels of white

and Negro speakers of English as spoken natively-during

the past forty years or so in the area which comprised

the Confederacy. .

This rather heterogeneous area includes all of

Thomas's " Southern," about half of" .his " Southern

Mountain,"and a very small part-of his "Central Midland"

speech areas.
1 It includes almost all of Kurath and

McDavid's "South" and much of their " South Midland"

speech areas.
2 It also includes most of Baugh's " South-

ern Mountain," all of his "Virginia Piedmont" and "East-

ern Carolina" speech areas,3 and all of Henry.Lee Smith's

"Southern Tidewater," almost all of his "Southern Pied-

mont," and most of his "Southern Hill."
4

The descriptions are based upon the present'writer's

own observations and the observations of others.

Our use of the term "Southern Negro speech" is not

meant to include Gullah,5 although Gullah is discussed.

We are not conc.erned in the present article with

such Peninsular Florida resort areas as Miami-Fort
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Lauderdale which, at least in its'native white speech,

is nearer to the speech of the North than of the South.6

The writer, of course, does not purport to present

descriptions of the stressed vowels of all the white and

Negro varieties of English as spoken by persons born and

reared in the South; however, although some important

details may have been amitted, I think the descriptions

here are fairly representative of the English of the

South.

The writer recognizes the importance of social and

stylistic variations within Southern white.and Southern

Negro speech, but it is not within the scope of the

present study to discuss them but very briefly.
7

The phonetic descriptions here should be thought of

primarily in auditory terms within the framework of the

I.P.A. cardinal vowel system, and only secondarily, and

then only very roughly, in terms of the position of the

highest point of the tongue.
8

In addition to the cardlnal vowels, the following

other I.P.A. vowel symbols are used with perhaps their

most common auditory values among American writers on

the English language.

E'aQ-7
Halfway between cardinal [E.] and cardinal Ea]

ta] Mid-central, unrounded or. rounded (stressed or
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unstressed).

Mid-central with " r -coloring," unrounded or

rounded (stressed or unstressed). The symbols

[417' and [al indicate ranges rather than

-points of Vowel quality.

[0] Central, between close and half-close, rounded,

lax.

Central, halfway between open and half-open,

unrounded.

[I] Between close and half-close, between front and

central, unrounded, lax.

[n Central, between close"and half-close, un-

rounded, lax.

EU] Between close and half-close, between back and

central, rounded, lax. The vowel commonly

transcribed 8..)] tends to be "tenser" (more

[V] -like) in Bri-tish Received PrOnunciation

than in American speech.

The following non-I.P.A. symbols are also used in

the present study:.

Oc] Halfway between cardinal raj and cardinal [Ca.

&a] Halfway between cardinal Ea] and cardinal N.
15] Halfway between cardinal NJ and cardinal Eel .9

The present writer is departing from orthodox cardinal

vowel system practice in using the terms tense and lak



in the phonetic descriptions. The vowels commonly called

"tense" -- Li] ,Cej , (GO ,etc. -- seem to have an

auditory quality in common which they do not share with

the vowels commonly called " lax" -- frj , [t.] , fu],
etc. -- and vice versa. 10

Although most vowels can probably be described

adequately solely within the cardinal vowel framework with-

out the necessity of using the terms ,tense and lax (not

considering, of*course, vowels which are " r -colored,"

nasalized, devoiced, etc.). Some vowels, e.g., LI] ,

and [9] 11m.g
ht better, perhaps, be additionally

descriLed in terms of the above two adjectives.12

In the present study the writer views diphthongs as

unit phonemes, not as phonemic sequences -- but diphthongs

beginning with EJJ or [W] are regarded as phonemic

sequences.

The writer does not follow the criterion of strong

bi-uniqueness -- some phonemic overlapping is permitted.

The vowels are described within the framework of a

single representation type of overall pattern, not the

_multiple representation type of Trager and smith, Hockett,

Gleason, Hill, and others. The basic unit of the overall

pattern used in the present study is the CHOROPHONE (from

Greek chOros 'place', region'), which is based on Jones's

DIAPHONE. Jones states: "It is convenient to have a
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name for a family of sounds consisting of the sound used

by one speaker in a particular set of words (said in

isolation) together with the corresponding though dif-

ferent sounds used in them by other speakers of the same

language. . Such a family may be termed a 'diaphone'." 13

The chorophone differs from Jones's diaphone in the

following ways:

1. The words do not necessarily have to be "said

in isolation."

2. A SET consists of all words in a given regional

and/or social speech community containing the same

segmental phoneme (or phonemic sequence which corresponds

to the phoneme14 ), but subject to the condition of

GENERAL APPLICABILITY.

3. All the words in the set Must have general

applicability, i.e., they must contain the same segmental

phoneme in the idiolects within the given speech community

with "relatively few" exceptions. Of course, some

arbitrariness will be involved in applying this last

criterion.

The size of the speech community may be chosen ad

hoc up to the size of an entire language area; e.g., if

as the speech community, one chooses British Received

Pronunciation English then the words catch, back, hat

(together with many other words) will constitute a dis-

tinct set.15 However, if we select as our speech
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community white native New York City speech, then these

words will not constitute a set because in this speech

community catch is commonly pronounced with both the

vowel phoneme of back, hat 'etc., and the vowel phoneme
.

of bet, deck, etc.

Some words aren't a member of any set in a particular

speech community, e.g., the word CatCh, above, in New.York

City and much of the United States, the words can't, inch,

head, on (among others).in the Southern states. If we

take English as spoken natively throughout the entire.

continental United States as our speech community, then

words such as bee, law, day and kii61,1; would be members

of sets. Water, chair, fog, ro.6M and eithe.p would not.

be. Words .such as fbod, dog crop, and like would be

borderline cases.

Some sets may have few members if the phoneMes are

only present in a relatively small number of words, such

as the so-called New England "short 0" in road', WhOle

(but not rode, hole), stone, etc. Other sets may have

thousands of members.

Some scholars, e.g., Pike, Smith, Kurath, and

McDavid, have used the term diaphone, but not in Jones's

sense.

The symbols.for the chorophones are enclosed in

double parallels.

The various phones and phonic sequences included in

the chorophons are symbolized under the rubric pl-iOnes
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with the I.P.A. and other symbols diF:cs..ssed above. Broad

phonetic transcription is used for the -phones and phonic

sequences listed under phones. Except for 1 6

diacritics are not used in these rubric listings. Narrow

or broad transcription is used in the main body of the

text and in the footnotes.

The end points of the diphthongs in the above

listings have approximately the following values:

[33 - (indicates closing diphthongs) Li]

[I] , rf] , , [e] , or [E] . In fi,c3) , the

second symbol indicates a value nearer to cardinal Li]
then the first symbol does. DY3 -(indicates closing

diphthongs) [u] EiLi] pjj bot] , EDj , and in the

cases of the PI% closing diphthongs( [ciwq, [pm],

LOW] ), besides closer phones, .often ED] sometimes

Lb] . In ELtVii , the second'symbol indicates a

value nearer to cardinal OA] than the first symbol does.

-(indicates centering diphthongs),very roughly

mid-central, closer than LAT and more open than a] .

has varying degrees of prominence and at times

constitutes the second syllable of a disyllable.

In the combinations and EWA] , Ny.] 0

and [-)] indicate the second syllable of disyllables

with the close or half-close values noted above.

In the present study, except for the phones and

phonic sequences of the ilz)- , , pig ,
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and V.-2))---c)31)chorophones, [20 , although a vocoid,

is not considered to be an element of a diphthong nor is

it considered (in our definition of the chorophone see

note 14, above) part of a "'phonemic sequence which cor-

responds to the phoneme."

Under the rubric phones, the writer does not attempt

to list all primary allophones17 of very restricted

regional 'and/or social occurrence nor all secondary al-

lophones of even wide regional and/or social occurrence

that he may know of.

In the .cases.where differences betWeen Southern white

and Southern Negro practice are not noted, either the dif-

ferences are questionable or unknown to the present writer,

or they do not seem striking.

The chorophone

as in heat, sea, etc.; it includes'a monophthong and

closing and centering diphthong0.

Phones

[-Q Li a s]
1

18

Although most white Southerners use IN vowels of

the approximate shapes, [03 , [i]d , and possibly Li]

one notices an apparently increasing tendency to use

a



closing diphthongs with centralized starting points.in

syllable-final position, and.perhaps in other positions

also. 19 Among some speakers the starting points of these

Cockney-like vowels reach [I] or perhaps even a some-

what fronter position.

In contrast to Southerh.white speech, diphthongs

with centralized starting points would seem to-be rare -

possibly unknown - in'Southern Negro speech.

as in bit, rid, sick, etc.; it includes monophthongs,

centering diphthongs,.and a disyllable.

Phones

113 2
Lfl.

53

In both Southern white and Southern Negro speech-
.:

[13 (as a monophthong and the stating point of [I )].)-

is sometimes considerably "tenser," i.e., in this case,
r.

closer and/or fronter, nearer to LI] , than the [1]

found in the speech of the Northern states or in British'

Received Pronunciation. In some words, e.g., inch, big,

fish, ti , o r 3] sometimes occur instead of

En ,
20 therefore such words would have vowels not

included in the chorophone.

In Southern white speech disyllabic

10

['n
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(Perhaps, also, [1 .)] and/or Cl ,1D-1 ) can sometimes be

heard ininwords before R] , especially under heavy stress

in pre-pausal position. 21
In Southern Negro speech it

would seem to occur rarely, 22 if at all, except before

[A] as in hill, where it is rather frequent in Southern

Negro and Southern white speech.

The pt.esent writer does not wish to enter the con-

troversy regarding the phonemic status of and

Ef
.23

In the present discussion, however, we are

considering them members of the 11111 chorophone.

He h
As in day, state, etc., it includes a monophthong,

closing and centering diphthongs.

.Phones .

[6] [e [e 3] tc i] [xi] Di] [E 5]
The chief difference between Southern white and

Southern Negro speech here seems to lie with the closing

diphthongs. In Southern white speech the general range

of the starting points is from about cardinal be] to

about cardinal [QC] . The more open starting points are

more likely to be heard in open syllables and before

nasals. Starting points ranging from about cardinal

1)5] to about [azq also occur. These lowered and

centralized, lowered starting points would seem to be

11



more cdmmon in Southern Mountain than in Southern

Coastal type speech, and among younger than among older

speakers. As in Cockney, these more open starting points

occur in variation with the closer starting points. Such

variation-may be stylistic, positional, prosodic, and/or

apparently free.

The open (i.e., more open than cardinal [E3 )

starting points seem to be much rarer in Southern Negro

speech, but they can be heard. The writer recently ob-

served the speech of a Negro youth from Camden, South

Carolina; he used the [34] , cardinal D.] , Lazi] , and

[E 1:] starting points in mostly positional and pro-

sodic variation.

The fact of the

diphthongsin the

in the literature. Thomas

pronunciation that the

is familiar with is

rather common

Southern

states

most openjlell

PIA (his

occurrence of open

states has been neglected

in regard to American

diphthong which he

transcription), ocur-

ring sporadically in Texas and Oklahoma. 24 Greet states

that pn] at times approaches [EIJ (Greet's transcrip-

tion) in safe, etc., in Tidewater Virginia.
25 Kurath and

McDavid report that LiF1] (their transcription) is

concentrated in northeastern North Carolina (including

Carteret County and pkracoke) and extreme western

Virginia.26 Bronstein feels that FM has evolved into

12
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E13 (Bronstein's transcriptions) rather generally

throughout America. He does not mention ED21] or

[I3 .27 Lucia C. Morgan, however, reports DJ] (her

transcription) in rain for some North Carolina speakers. 28

As in bet, che's't", etc.; it includes monophthongs,

centering diphthongs, and disyllables.

Phones

[eJ [E] [e '5] it Di {E 3 EE 5]

The chief difference here between Southern white

and Southern Negro practice seems to be in the occurrence

which is sometimes heard in Southern white speech of-

disyllables of the approximate shapes IE.) d3 and

rE 3 29
These disyllables would seem to be rare

(possibly unknown) in Southern Negro speech.

. ,

As in back, man, gas, jazz, etc.; it includes mono-

phthongs closing and centering diphthongs, disyllables,

and perhaps triphthongs.

13
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Phones

DQ-3 riaQ 3J j Lai 3-a3 Can 30
and other vowels, including closing and centering diph-

thongs with starting points closer than bal

The phonemic and phonetic status of some of the

vowels of this chorophone is in doubt. As with the

[1] phones of the writer does not wish to enter

the controversy concerning the phonemic status of the

various vowels under this rub ic. 31
In the present dis-

cussion these vowels are considered as belonging to only

one chorophone; II;Q II has been set up as only a tentative

chorophone.

Some scholars, e.g., Kenyon and Kurath, 32 have stated

that thel4owels are closer in the South than in the North,

Although this may have been true in the past, the present

writer is not convinced that it is, in general, true now.

Lucia Morgan reports the occurrence of LE] (her

transcription) in "a few interesting words on the North

Carolina Outer Banks...1'33 She reports this vowel for

fat, back, Hatteras, calico, captain, salad ,black, and

34
the second syllable of Atlantic. However, Howren in

his Ocracoke, North Carolina study makes no mention of

[E] occurring in place of DOA he reports ,

.1 CAI) (his transcriptions) as being the uSual



(,egllophones, and in his list of examples cites back with

ENA , not NJ .35 Jaffe reports Da] or {W.I.] (her

transcriptions). 36
The above Outer :Lanks studies are

presumably of white speech. fEj , LEI] , or TEl (or

similar phones) are reported for uneducated Negro speech

along the Savannah River southeast 'of Augusta, Georgia.-

In general, before voiceless*stops, the closer

pall Vowels seem to.be more common in Southern white

speech than in Southern Negro speech.38

11 Ail
As in hot, rock, job, rod, etc.; it inCludeS mono-

phthongs and centering diphthongs.

PhoneS

11AII occurs only in the Southern " r -less" 1dio-

lects (but see note 39).

011
As in card, party, father, etc.; it includes mono-

phthongs and centering diphthongs.

1 5
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[03) [r.,63 3E10J, bos] 3 [A], rpi ;D51

011occurs only in the Southern H r less idio-

lects (but see note 39). There is considerable phonetic*

overlapping betweenW and Alfl , but the phonemic dis-

tinction is generally clear. The.present writer sees the

chief differentia in the South between these two groups

to be length. In similar environments the Oil vowels

seem, in general, consistently longer than the 11A I1

vowels. In other parts of the "r-less" English speaking

world, vowel quality may combine with length as the

differentiae; e.g., in New York City speech the 11 cjJI

vowels are generally backer than the NI vowels. In

Boston speech and British Received Pronunciation, the

reverse is generally true.

lIAall
As in hot, job, father, card, etc.; it includes

monophthongs and centering diphthongs.

Phones

[a], [DJ LA] /26k L fa
lIA -"Q occurS only in Southern "r-ful" idio-

lects. 39 The vowels are generally backer before

1 6
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pre-consonantal and word-final Eal or. Utia .

As in talk, card, cord, bark, etc.; it includes

monophthongs and centering diphthongs.

Phon'es

La], [D], ED.5J 1135]

This chorophone is set up to account for the occur-

rence of the above-type words with the same vowel phoneme.

is common (but not universal) in New Orleans

white speech. k o
It would seem to be less common in

Southern Negro speech than in Southern white speech. 41

HDO
As in talk, saw, holse,'etc.; it includes mono-

phthongs and closing and centering diphthongs.

Phones

[D] Do] Lnfj [D'] ,{05],csi.b] 2 bw] [0 \il] 1 Co \AI3

CAW.] (as a JJD diphthong) seems to occUr much

less frequently in Southern. Negro speech than An Southern

white speech, and perhaps them closil* diphthongs as a

zroup are less frequent in.Southern Negro speech.

17
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Wise cites [.v] (his transcription) as occurring

sometimes in IN1 words in "substandard" Southern pronun-

ciation. 42 Such a diphthong in 11j11 words would seem

rare, indeed, for the South .as a whole, if we take Wise's

1:33 to be a value near cardinal [al .

On the periphery of our-area, Putnam and O'Hern

report Loti} (their transcription) as replacing ['A in

waign, forty, off, small, and dogs, but not in all,

ta.jd_ng,., water, and for, which have [D] (their transcrip-

tion). 43

Morgan in her Ocracoke Island, North Carolina study

cites cot)] (her transcription) as occurring in called,

ball, and presumably in other ill words also. However)

Howren in his Ocracoke (village) study reports [CP" or

(Howren's transcriptions) for the above words

and for NI words in general. Perhaps Howren and IvIorgan

are transcribing the "same" sounds differently. 44

There is evidence that the traditional /4 10/
opposition before historical[r] may be breaking down

in the South to some extent. 45

As in love, sun, etc'.; it includes monophthongs and

centering diphthongs.
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[A] LA';] , [g] , CD] , [5] 4 6

Under heavy stress in pre-pausal position, thenAll

vowels are sometimes heard as extremely long in Southern

white speech;.thi2 would seem to be rare or perhaps

unknown in Southern Negro speech. There is also a

greater tendency for Southern white speakers to use more

centralized vowels'here. 47

As in coat, low, four, etc., it includes mono-

phthongs, closing and centering diphthongs.

Phones

Fp] wi , LW] LeVO, iE 1N] bE )17.1-1], Lq48

In white speech there appears to be an increasing

tendency throughout the Southern states to use more

fronted starting points for thellOVVIIclosing diphthongs

(and probably, among many speakers, for the end points

also). These fronted vowels seem to be more common in

North Carolina than in other Southern states. 49 They

appear to be uncommon in the New Orleans area, at least

among the working, middle, and "lower" classes. They are

not uncommon in Atlanta, and apparently widespread among

13
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younger speakers in Savannah. They have been reported

from southeast Texas and Tidewater, Virginia.50

At its frontest, the starting point may be fully

front or almost fully front, between half-close and half-

open and perhaps (with some speakers) rounded.51 It

resembles those.commonly found in the Baltimore,

Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh areas -- among others. 52

Closing diphthongs with starting points of central

position or fronter seem rare in Southern Negro speech,

and the more fronted they are the rarer they seem. Even

in northeastern North Carolina, where the fronted vowels

are well-established in white speech, Avis, working with

records of the Linguistic Atlas of the Uni:ted States and

Canada project did not find them among any of the Negro
53informants.

There is some evidence that the monophthong [d]and

centering diphthong LOD3 may occur more frequently in

Southern Negro speech, at least among older speakers in

the eastern'Southern states. 54

Except in the Outer Eanks of North Carolina, the

fronted 1110W11 diphthongs seem to be rare (possibly

absent) before tautosyllabic or intervocalicM or[g] 55

The fronting is reported as only moderate in this posi-

tion, however,

The present writer is treating the reflexes of

20
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Middle English.LO".3 LY.] andi4j(all beforeN ),

before tautosyllabic or intervocalic Eg..] or Ea] as

members of the 1104 chorophone. When word-final, or
before {DJ (whether or not D]constitutes the end point
of a diph-thong or a separate syllable) as members of the
(loll , )(O: )11, and 110q , chorophones (whichsee). As a
1(:)Nall phone [n] seemS to occur only before tautosyllabic
or intervocalic[d]

As in court, coat, .fl..00r, show, etc.;.it InCludes

a monophthong,'closing diphhongs,- and perhaps a centering

diphthong as a positional allophone (in pre-consonantal

position).

Phones

[0], LOW1 and perhaps [053 EDY0 ,Cntt/J,
LAW.]

This chorophone aCcountz for the occurrence 'of above,-,

type words with the saMe vowel phoheme in the same

" r idioledts
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As in b'oa, b'ore, Samoa, m6re, etc.; it includes a

centering diphthong and a disyllable.

PP9TkeP

LO:5],[0W 5)

110:511 accounts for the occurrence of the above-

type words with the same vowel phoneme or (in the case

of the disyllable) phonemic sequence in the same r-less"

idiolects.

I 11

As in bore; door, Ford, court, hoarse, etc.; it

includes a monophthong, closing and cente'ring diphthongs'

and d5.syllables.

Phones

[ :5 [415] Jo] [ow] ,[ow 3], and

perhaps [DW] , {AW] ,/ _MA/ [2 w a] [A a
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accounts for the occurrence of the above-

type.words with the same vowel phoneme or phonemic se-

quences in the sametn r-less" idiolects.

110 51)
also accounts for the non-occurrence of the

above-type words with the same vowel phoneme or phonemic

sequence as in boa, Samoa, etc., and as in coat, .show, or

rode, etc.; in the same " r -less" idiolects; I.e., in

the idiolects which have this chorophone (not considering

free or stylistic variation) pairs such as floor and

show, boa and bore do not rhyme.

The \1(04 vowels occurring in closed syllables,

e.g., court, could justifiably be placed in thep-DII

chorophone instead.

As in book, pull, etc.; it includes monophthongs and

centering diphthongs.

1%.ons

[U3 (1) Eid-5)

The 110 Monciphthongs and the startirig points of the

diphthongs are generally fairly back in South-

ern Negro speech, i.e., L1A, Although the above vowel

is very common in white Southern speech also, perhaps

predominant, there is a tendency to use fronter vowels.

23
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for 114 in Southern white speech-than in Southern Negro

speech, and, as in the case of1104n401 , the more

fronted the vowels, the less common they seem to be in

Southern Negro speech than in Southern white speech.

The most frontedMmonophthong or starting point of

the diphthongs is (as a phonemic norm) rounded, central,

between close and half-close, . It resembles

the vowel in the Norwegian (Bokm;l) word suppe and (more

distantly) cardinal

In Southern Negro speechllUil vowels as fronted as

EtA would seem to be rare, possibly absent, at least as

phonemic norms.

Ilu 11
As in moon, move, two, etc.; it includes monophthono,

centering and c.losing diphthongs.

Phones

Ric ) [-u] RA] )E-t-a co EicyLw] ciAvv] Nsvia Rw]
There is a very widespread tendency in Southern

white speech to use more or less fronted vowels here of

the approximate shapes [41 , LWJ, f-u-vd , Euvq]

Et*Di (not using diacritics). But fairly back vowels

(approximately ILA] , [VI] , Luvi, 11A0 (not usilg

diacritics) also occur. In the writer's experience, the

more fronted thelkAN vowels are, the less common they are

in Southern Negro than in Southern white speech. In the

2 4
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case of the diphthongs, the starting point alone may be

fronted or both the end point and the starting point.

Among the most fronted types is a long monophthong which

seems someWhat fronter and considerably tenser than

cardinal Ric] . It resembles the vowel in such words as

hus in Norwegian (Bokmgl). This is probably what is

meant by the symbol 54-4.1 for the vowel in tooth as said

by a white woman from Beaufort, South Carolina as re-
.

ported by Kurath and McDavid.
56

Such a fronted mono-

phthong seems to be rare 0r possibly unknown in Southern

Negro speech, but is not uncommon in Southern white

speech. Fronted closing diphthongs and fairly fronted

monophthongs occur in Southern Negro speech but they

appear to be uncommon -- in the writer's experience,

certainly less common than in Southern .white speech. 57

In the Negro speech of Memphis, Tennessee; however, fairly

fronted monophthongs and fronted closing diphthongs are

reported as occurring more frequently than the back

varieties .58

As in shirt, her, furry, .bird, burred, etc.; it
_

includes monophthOngs and centering diphthOngs both'

types with and without " r -color. "

2 5
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Phones

[D1 ,Eg 5] To 41

Some 11D-711 words, e.g., first, bird, and nurse, are

pronounced by some whites and Negroes -- especially

older and less-educated speakers withN-like vowels,

apparently using the same vowel phoneme as in their

pronunciation of words like bud sun, cup-, etc. It is,

therefore, problematic whether first, bird, purse and

other words in which this substitution takes place are

to be considered as having vowels which are members of

the chorophone.

I I A 3 11
As in bird, work, turn, dirt, etc.; it includes

closing diphthongs.

Phones

r?)] )(A)1 L7.5].

These vowels apparently never occur in word-final

_position.

A liA311 diphthong with a rather short starting point

of about cardinalMvalue can be heard among some older

whites and Negroes of New Orleans. 59 The chorophone is

apparently recessive in New Orleans, at least among the

whites.
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011
As in her, hers burred., furry, blurred, etc.; it

includes monophthcings and a centering diphthongs both

types with and without " r "

Fhope,s.

{"D-i ,E73 1,D71
This chorophone is of wide geographic distributio'i

throughout the urban and rural South. In white speech,

it seems to be more prevalent in New Orleans than in any

other large urban center in the South.

does not occur without 11A-511 , or ilDJ-Ain
the same idiolect in the South. Whether or not 11/14 or

ilDi -Di can occur without MI in the same idiolect

in the South would involve phonemic problems whose

solutions are beyond the scope of the present study.

As in shirt, bird, ppint, voice, etc.; it includes

closing diphthongs and apparently monophthongs. 60
This

chorophone is set up to account fdr the occurrence of

the above-type words with the sama vowel phoneme.

The IlD - ))11 vowels apparently hever occur in

27
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word-final position.
. In the South, thiS chorophone can

be heard among some white speakers in the New Orleans

area. The preaent writer cannot report on the extent

of its occurrence among Negroes.

1)331\
As in voice, poy., coil., etc.; it includes closing

and centering diphthongs, a monophthong ahd disyllables.

,/54.0Re,s,

liD31 , 10 3] En -33 ,{D [3]

D.3.3 , and/or 1../1 , and disyllables.

IWO,disyllables have been reported as occurring

in speakers from Madison County, Virginia (about

[ow 3] )61 East Central Alabama (about EDVV3]

LIIVV3] , and j(DIN3] ),62 Monroeville, Alabama

(about [a wi] , or l'AVV)] 1 or [awn ),63. Florida

(about CDWij ,64..and. Greenville, South Carolina

.(a.boutEDW33, LI)NA153, and 60Wi] ).65. They presum-

ably occur in other parts of the South also. The writer

cannot report on their use among Negroes.

A 14-like member of
I.

, generally con-

'trastive with the 111A3H members in the idiolects in

which it occurs, has been reported as common in the

28



white speech of Williamsburg, Virginia. 6.6

In many words which generally haveliA vowels, some

lesseducated Southern speakers, white and Negro, use the

same vowel phoneme that they use in their 11;13R words.

II a 3 11
As in high, 14gh:t, etc.; it-includes monophthongs,

closing diphthongs, and centering diphthongs.

P.4.0TIP.s

b. :)] , , Ca.) , , A , [A iJ [Di] ,re ,67

[A] 10 -)7 Lth 3j , LzJ 69

N2L4 monophthongs, closing and centering

diphthongs occur before both voiced and voiceless con-

sonants and in word-final position in Southern white and

Southern Negro speech, but the monophthongs and centering

diphthongs (and also the closing diphthongs with rela-

tively faint and/or open end points) are less likely to

occur before voiceless consonants in closed syllables

than the closing diphthongs with relatively close, prom-

inent end points. There is evidence that greater degrees

of stress tend to favor the uSe of the closing diphthongs

in Southern white speech..

29
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The use of the II monophthongs before vOice-

less consonants in closed syllables seems to have been,

until rather recent years, largely confined to less-

educated persons. 71

In Southern Negro speech the use of the

monophthongs before voiceless consonants in closed Syl-

lables seems much less common than in Southern white

speech.
72

))DAVII
As in loud, about, etc.; it includes clpsing and

centering diphthongs, a disyllable, and possibly a

triphthong.

,1611.611.P.s.

[ "ae , b.w] , [A , wJ , EA w7 3 w]

r2Q , ED W] 73

H264
except as an allophone before Dn] in closed syllables

(and possibly following Di] also) seem to be rare in

Southern Negro speech.74 but are very common in Southern'

diphthongs with a Wi starting point,

white speech. 75 Besides EBO,Wi, Southern white

speech generally has (as a phonemic.norm)

leSs commonly. lAvi] .8outhern Negro speech generally

0
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has (as a phonemic norm) IOLT,J less commonly P041.] .

A possibly triphthongal form is sometimes heard in

Southern white speech (apparently rarely, if at all in

Southern Negro speech) which has an initial section

similar to that of the moderately raised members of the

*(Z11

phonic sequenca3 might be C4 andbEanj. SoMe pos-

sible types might be: EE39,0 , [uau], b5p...Lac0g .

These transcriptiorfs would seem preferable to 6E69

which is sometimes mentioned as occurring in 4\40

words in the Southern states, but perhaps refers to the

above-type vowels instead .76

A disyllabic form, about ['XV)]

chorophone.. As was suggested earlier, these

and/orfae id,

is sometimes heard in Southern white. speech. The writer.

. has not.encOuntered this form in Southern.Negro speech. 77

Iwil
As in duty, tune, etc.; it includes.closing

diphthongs.

Phones

[Iva D \A/3

In words of the above-type EDO fi W.] , or the

)1(4 vowels may all occur in the South. E3]
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commonly precedes the 11(.4 vowels, resulting in such

phonemicizations ashlki/ , rjUW/- etc. There is

evidence that the use of [3] [Pig , or pleli.) in such

words is not universal in the South, as is generally

stated, and may be decreasing. 78

Some classes of words constitute special problems

which are d-iscussed below.

It is doubtful whether the vowels in words of the

type: poor, sure, etc., can be placed in a chorophone,

since they so often occur as members of different

phonemes.

The vowels in such words as ear, air, squares,

there etc., exhibit such a complex distribution in the

lexicon in the Southern states that it is doubtful whether

they too can be placed ln chorophones. Among some

speakers, particularly in coastal ,outh Carolina, pairs

such as ear and air would be leveled. This leveling

might possibly extend into all monosyllabic words with

front vowels before historical r . Among other

.speakers there will be two or three contrasts in the

'front vowel range. Some speakers, chiefly older and less-

educated ones, might use a back, open vowel in a few

words, e.g. , there.

and t'lere will rhyme.

In.tht:s usage, pairs such as dar

Still other8 rhyme the above few
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words with 'words like fur. The vowels in such polysyl-

labic words as Mary, variouS, area, carry, etc., are

also characterized by a complex lexical distribution in

the South.

In Southern white speech, such words as fair are

sometimes heard as disyllabic -- approximately

This seems much less common, possibly absent, in Southern

Negro speech.

The vowels in such words as flower, flour, sour,

coward, tire, liar, lyre, etc., were not sufficiently

investigated for the present study to be discussed, nor

were the diphthongs resulting from the vocalization of

Lfl, as in help, talcum, etc.79 and the omission of

[kik] as in carry, very, etc.

C. M. Wise states: "Southern Negro voice quality.

appears with many speakers to come from a consistent

elevation of the blade of the tongue in the direction of

the hard palate or of the juncture between the hard and

soft palates. All vowels are .consequently something less

'than open.and::free. Some.front vowels tend to take on a

kind of[aIresonance; {QJ and [E] do so especially." 80

Judging from the illustration on p. 43 of his Applied

Phonetics Wise s definition of the "blade of the tongue"

is different from that of probably most other American

33
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and British phoneticl.ans. Vise's "blade." would be

equivalent to the "front, u "center," or "middle" of these

other phoneticians.

Wise 'would seem to be saying that fully open vowels

do not ocCur among many Southern Negro speakers, and/or

that the vowels of Southern. Negro- speech are less open

than the corresponding vowels of Southern white speech,

and that this results in a distinctive voice quality.

The present writer thinks this to be quite doubtful.

In regard to the vowels [an and [E] , Wise states:

" [a] appears exactly where it would appear in

Southern white speeCh, but suffers the flattening pre-

viously referred to under the discussion of the raised

tongue. As a result, its resonance becomes praCtically
[el] 81.

and may be so represented. CAN'T may thus

become [k el h
often. Ex., LEGS e 152] , EGGS Eeigil , EDGE

.821, 83

EC) acquires the re] -resonance

[e z] However, in another article of the

same year Wise states, in reference to Southern white

8peech:n[21 sometimes is elevated almost to [6).0 ,

.as in MAN Crne , occasionally frile(I)jara ;984 and

more recently, Wise states: (1) " rEjc's-Dreil in a few

words, such as elm EeIfl , Leg e 153 , edge [erd3j 1185

(2) 1' tkIa)teijin a few words, such as can't. IbemfJ,
aunt nt], man [mei . 86
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The above word examples would seem to be inadequate

evidence of the "vowel flattening" process at work- A.

distinctive American Negro voice quality, insofar as it

exists, does not seem to be explained by " vowel flat-

tening." 'The recognition of the existence87 of a dis-

tinctive voice quality among both Northern and Southern

Negro speakers does not, of course, imply that it is

universal or almost universal in American Negro speech. 88

Some of the Gullah89 chorophones are:

Ile 11 $ 11011 11 ull $ 111)11
, and IVA . 'The

first five of these chorophones correspond to the

chorophones of the Southern states described.previously

with the same Vowel symbols. Gullah 1)/A corresponds

to the Southern states )1), lInjj)
chorophones.

The meml-ers of the above Gullah chorophones are:

, and

ili [1] , -{ei ,HL41--m 'lull -{co
Eu-g $ I1A11- [A-9
monophthongal. 9° [V1 ," [e] b31 , and EU] are about

cardinal.[L] and[klare "positional allophones of the same

phoneme; Turner escribes [(A4]: "After an alveolar con-

sonant it is advanced somewhat from a back position. "91

[A-4] is fronter than cardinalrAl which is fully back,

but apparently much nearer to back than to central.R)]

resembles the fairly back varieties common in the white

. All are reported as

3 a
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and Negro'Speech of the.Northern and Southern states.

Gullah vowels are much more likely to be nearer to

the corresponding vowels of Southern Negro speech than

to the corresponding vowels of Southern white speech:

3 6
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Es) The degree of phnryngeal contraction might

also perhaps be meaningfully invoked in describing
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38. This is not true of all areas in the United States.

See, e.g., Kane, loc. ci.t. New York City "Inner

City" type Negro speech often has somewhat raised

ilDall vowels befoi.e voiceless stops. White New York

City speech usually hasNJ in this position, if we

don't consider the use of Lt] for [0] in bath, etc.

39. If " r -ful" idiolects of the South should show a

contrast between thelION and Mil vowels, as in Bloom-
field's Chicago " r idiolect, then the scheme

for the setting up of the licill , , and

chorophones must be revised. See, Gleason, pp. 320,

321.
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40. McDavid reports the homonymy of pairs such as card

and cord, fa.rm and fo./.;m in East Texas and parts of

Louisiana and much less often, and only.among the

uneducated, in Georgia, South Carolina, and other

Atlantic Seaboard states. See McDavid, "Dialect

Labels in the Webster 'Third"), Publi.cation of the

American Dialect Society, No. 47 (1967), p.

McDavid, "Some Social Differences in Pronunciation,"

in Aspects of American English, eds. Elizabeth M.

Kerr and Ralph M. Aderman (New York, 1963), p. 248

(originally published in Language Learning, IV

(1952-1953).

1. See Wise, Phonetics (above, note 10), p. 298; James

W. Abel's-study of Louisiana Negro college students,

"About the Pronunciation of Six Freshmen frbm South-

ern University," Southern. Speech Joprnal, XVI (1953),

266-267.

42. C. M. Wise, Phonetics (above, note 10), p. 214.

43. George N. Putnam and Edna M. O'Hern,- "The Status

Significance of an Isolated Urban Dialect," Sup-.

plement to tan614, XXXI, No. 4, Part 2 (1955), 9.

The above is a study of Washington, D. C. "Inner City"

type Negro speech.
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44. Morgan, "Ocracoke" (above,-note 28), p. 318; Howren,.

op. C.1..(above, note 19), pp. 168-169. Morgan

reports. LE()] (her transcription) for IIOWII words

(monosyllables and stressed syllables). Jaffe does

not mention an 'especially raised fji for the 114
words. See Morgan, loc. cit.; Jaffe, p. 35. These

North Carolina Outer Banks studies are presUmably of

white 'speech.

45. See McDavid, " Needed Research" (above, note 6), p.

118; JUanita V. Williamson, "A"Phonological and

Morphological Study of the Speech of the Negro of-
............

Memphis, Tennessee, "15ubiation_of the American

Dialebt Society, No. 50 (1968), p. 12; Jaffe, p. 43;

Grace Ingledue, A StudK of the Speech of Three
... ..... _ ... ...... .

Generations of the Tl-iree Different Fa.rriilies in

Monroe, LOt.ii:iiana. (Louisiana State University dis-

sertation, 1938), p. 304.

The present write r. has heard some Southern white

.speakers pronounce corner with 110Wil diphthongs --

about [j(D3 or(AO] (without tautosyllabic 19.] or

rui] ). These diphthongs sounded shorter and
.

qualitatively quite distinct from thell.)8 diphthongs

of the En4], DOW-Ity-pe. In a specltrographic study

of their ownDAsounds, Peterson and Coxe state:

"Me BaCk diphthongsrshown here originate in the
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[A] and/or [D] region and terminate near [0] 11

(see G. E. Peterson and M. S. Coxe, "The Vbwels

[e] and [0] in American Speech," Quarterly

Journal of Speech, XXXIX [1953],35); Delattre

(Or;;:c.i.t..[above, note 31], p. 68) in his cineradio-

graphic'study transcribes American English kii6.4 as

[ht1113.3300W]. This is perhaps a "western"variety

of American English (see the discussion uncle/434
above).

46. L 3] EDDJ , are used for those NAII vowels,

sometimes heard in Southern white and Southern Negro

speech, which seem nearer to cardinal fjj than to

cardinal fAi

47. In Ocräcokel North Carolina thelW vowels are

reported as being 'between front and central in most.

phonetic environments. See Howren, op. .c0., pp. 167,

170.

48. For LO51 (in complementary distribution with

[01 ) see Kurath, Phoi1.01.4y,p. 114; Kurath and

McDavid, PEAS, pp. 22, 106; McDavid "The Position

of the Charleston Dialect," Publ.i.Oation the

Allerales:L.Socletyr,No. 23 (1955), p. 43.

49. Kurath and Mcrevid (PEAS, pp. 20, 106), report thesella4

51
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fronted diphthongs only for northeastern North

Carolina (as far as the Southern states as defined

previously are concerned). However, in the experi-

ence of the present writer and others, they would

seem.to have a much wider distribution throughout

North Carolina. See Morgan, NCJS (above, note 28),

P- 7.

50. Arthur M.Z..Norman, "A Soutiaeast Texas Dialect Study,"

Orbis,V.(1956), 75 (reprinted in Readings in American
....-

DaYe.ctolOky,eds. Harold B. Allen and Gary.N. Under-

wood, [New York, 1971] ),Greet, 61:;: cit..(above, note

25), p. 164.

51. Kurath and.McDavid (loc. cit.) also do not report

these fronted diphthongs as having-starting pOints

fronter than mid-central in North Carolinaj but the

present writer, as stated above, and others have

observed front or almost front starting points.

See Morgan, Ntjs, p. 7; Morgan, "Ocracoke," p. 319;

Howren, pp. 168, 170-171.

52; ThellOWilclosing diphthongs of these areas and the

.South when fronted (i.e., having starting points of

[a] or fronter) seem to differ from much but

perhaps not all of the corresponding British Received

Pronunciation diphthongs in having more prominent



and/or closer end points.

53. .Walter S. Avis, The Mid,--Baek \Towels in the English

of the Eaitern, United Statei (University of Michigan

dissertation, .1956), p. 36.

54. Ibid., pp. 34, 36.

55. See Jaffe, pp. 28, 42; Howren, pp. 168, 171.

56. PEAS, p. 94.

57. These "fairly fronted" monophthOngs range froth abou

halfway between back and central to about central,

apparently nearer to close than half--close, all

distinctly tenser than cardinal[U]

58. See Williamson, op. cit.(above, note 45), pp. 9, 10.-

Williamson'sstudy is the only one that the present

writer is familiar with that reports these frorter

11(4 vowels in Southern Negro speech; e.g., although

on the periphery of our area, Putnam and O'Hern

(op cit.[above, note 43], p. 9) do not report it in

their Washington, D.C. study. Oma Stanley ("Negro

Speech of East Texas," American Speech, rVI [1941],

6) writes: " p] This sound is slack, not tense or

fronted." But in reference to the white speech of

this area (" The Speech of East Texas," American

5Z3
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Speech; XI [1936]0.29), he _states: "The East Texas

0.A3 is usually somewhat fronted and tense.. "

59. Wise ("Southern American Dialect," American Speech,

VIII [April 1933], 4o, n. 5) states: "New Orleans

has something very like{r)I] or even DI] ." The

present writer is not familiar with the 0)1]

variant in present-day New Orleans speech, if [IO]

is taken to have a value near cardinal

6o. The writer cannot present a more precise account of

the nature of the11.35-331frowels. Wise (Applied

Phonetics,p. 216) reports the rare occurrence in

New Orleans of ED-.] in words like spoil.

61. Wells, op. cit. (above, note 28), p. 66 (col. 1, line

4 from bottom).

62. James B. McMillan, Phonology of the Standard English

of East Central Alabama (University of Chicago dis-

sertation, 1946), p. 57. These disyllables are

reported as the usual members in this study (of

presumably all white speech). Madie W. Barrett

(A Phonology of Alabama Speech [University of North

Carolina dissertation, 1948])in her study of perhaps,

also, all white speech does n3t mention the use of

11D311 disyllables at all. Her study covers south-

eastern Alabama.
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63. Henry Lee Smith, Jr., review of Daniel Jones, The

Pronunciation of English, Lariguage, XXVIII (1952),

146-147. Smith's phonemicization of this disyllable

. Monroeville is in Monroe County,

between Montgomery and Mobile.

64. Thomas, "Florida," SSJ (above, note 6), p. 227.

65. Kurath and McDavid, PEAS, p. 97; McDavid, revieW of.

Joseph S. Hall, The phone:tips of the Great Smoky
.... ... .

Mountain Speech, tanguage, XIX (19415), 190, n.21.

Forms like JOev and cjOy, cawin' and c'Oiri, jawin' and

join would tend to be homonymous among many speakers

who use thellpilldisyllables.

66. Greet, op. cit.(above, note 25), pp. 164-165.

67. For bi] , and (/)] see Kurath, Phonology,

(above, note 18), p. 103; Kurath and McDavid, PEAS

pp. 19, 20, 22, 110; Argus Tresidder, "The Sounds of

Virginia Speech, " American Speech, XVIII (1943),

269; W. E. Farrison, The Phonology of the, Illiterate

Negro Dialect. of, Guilford County, North Carolin

(Ohio State University dissertation, 1937), p. 136.

68. In the white speech of the Outer Banks of North

Carolina (or at least in some parts of this area) a

diphthong with a starting point near cardinal [0]
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occurs. The end points are around [ii ,
The writer cannot report on the occurrence of this

diphthong in Southern Negro speech (aside from a

similar diphthong in Gullah). See Jaffe, op. cit.

(above, note 37), p. 36; Howren, pp. 168-169; Morgan,

NCJS (above, note 28), pp. 5, 6; Morgan, "Ocracoke,"

p. 315; Morgan, " Accents," SSJ, pp. 176-177;

Lorenzo.D. Turner, Africanism.s in The'Gullah Dialect

(Chicago, 1949), p. 21; Turner, " Notes on the Sounds'

and Vocabulary of Gullah," Pub;lication of -.the.Amer-

ican Dialect Society) No. 3 (1945), pp. 17, 18.

69. For these rather rareNDAvowels, see Harry S. Wise,

A Phonetic Study of. the Southern American (ai)
Phoneme (M. A. Thesis, Louisiana State University,

1937), pp. 99e, 100, 101, C. M. Wise,"Southern Amer-

ican Dialect," p. 401 Trager and Smith, op. cit.

(above, note 9), p. 23. See also the discussion

regarding like under note 72 below.

70. See C. M...WiSe, W. Scott' Nobles and Herbert Metz,

"The Southern American Diphthong [all ," Southern

Speech Journal, XIX (1954), 308-309.,.

71. McDavid, "Needed Research" (above, note 6), p. 120;

McDavid, "A Checklist of Significant Features for

Discriminating Social Dialects" in E. L. Evertts, ed.
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Diamentions of Dialect (Champaign, Illinois, 1967),

pp. 8,9. (reprinted in Readings in American Dia1ect7

. ologx [above, note 50]).

72. Like appears to be an anomalous word here and may be

heard with a monophthong from some white and Negro .

Southern speakers who otherwise use the closing diph-

thongs before voiceless consonants in closed syl-

lables. In some idiolects like has the phoneme of

cat, match, etc., rather than that of time, bite, etc.

Evans ("Southern 'Long I,' 11 American Speech, X[1935j,

190) writes: "Like, though it has a voiceless con-

sonant, is certainly often pronounced [la`k], not

aik] , possibly because as a preposition (and

conjunction!) it occurs so frequently in an unstressed

position. It:is often confused with lack it Is

never confused with fOck." Katherine E. Wheatley

and Oma Stanley ("Three Generations of East Texas

Speech, " American. Speech,XXXIV [1959],90) report

that one of their-nine Nacogdoches County Informants."

...substituted[&l fOrtal] 'in like." Sumner Ives'
. . ..

working with records of the Linguistic Atlas of The

United States and Canada project reports (his trans-
, , .

cription) in like in the speech of some elderly

white men of central Georgia. See Ives, 'Vibe Phono-

logy of the Uncle Remus Stories, TTublication of the

57
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American Dialect Society,No. 22 (1954), pp. 4, 14.
Putnam and 0' Hern in their study of Washington, D. C.

"Inner City" Negro speech (op. cit. [above, note 433,
p. 11) report like as El a I k], fel a 1:1 , and

(their transcriptions). C.M. Wise reports like as

{:1 a k] and {1 a k] (Wise's transcriptions) for

2outhern Negro speech. ForDak] see his Applied

Phonetics, p. 298 (under the rubric, " Features cf
Substandard Negro Speech Held in Common with Sub-

astandard Scduthern Southern White Speech"). ForDkbee
his " Negro Dialect," Quzirterly Journnl cf Speech, XIX

(1933), 525.

73. ForCeW] , DV/j , and LAW] see Kurath, Phonology,

p. 107; Kurath and 14cDavid, PEAS,pp. 19, 20, 21, 22,

110, 111; Tresidder, op. cit. (above, note 67),
p. 368; Guy S. Lownan, " The Treatment of a u in

Virginia" in Prceeedings of the Second_ International

Ceryi:Esss Of Phonetic ScienVes., eds, Daniel Jones

and D:B. Fry (Cambridge, ICng. 1936), pp. 122-125;

Farrison, op.' cit. (above, note 67), p 137; Greet,

op. cit.. (above, note 25), p. 167.

74. But they have been reported. See Wise, ylp_p_

Pheneties,p. 297; Wise,"Negro Dialeettiop. 525.

58
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75. However, they do not seem common in New Orleans.

[aw] and [4/0a] are in general use there, LAW]

being particularly common among older-generation

speakers (at least older-generation white speakers).

76. For a description of rather similar tr!phthongal

vowels occurring in Cockney no14, etc., Jee Siver-

tsen, op. cit. (above. note 23), p.67.

77. [2a4] and [(lb)] are not uncommon in Southern

white speech, but would seem to be rare in Southern

Negro speech. Morgan (NCJS, pp. 5, 6; 'Worth

Carolina Accents," SSJ, pp. 177-179) reports

(her transcription) iniraW11 words in some North

Carolina speech. Morgan reports its range as

extending from the Outer Banks to about two hundred

miles inward. Whether it overlaps with the WI and.
Ilvowels is problematic. Thomas (op. citjabove,

note 1], p. 212) states: "The fronting is also

evident in eastern Maryland and eastern North

Carolina, where house is sometims[W5.5]; and out

DWI, almost DTI] ." Down 10 transcribed pa:
rtd

(said to be disyllabic -- p. 66) and house, about,

out are transcribed with[1)1 (p. 66-67), in ad-

dition to other.diphthongs with back end points, for

a Madison County, Virginia speaker as reported in

Wells, op. cit.. (above, note 28).
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78. See McDav:d, "Needed Research" (above, note 6),

p. 118; Norman, op,.cit..(above, note 50), p. 77;

Williamson, op.., ci:t.(above, note 58), p. 9.

79. See James Sledd, "Breaking, Umlaut, and the Southern

Drawl," Language., XLII (1966), 28-30, 39.

80. Applied Phonetics, p. 294. A slightly different

version appeared much earlier in Wise, "Negro

Dialect," (1933), p. 524.

81. Wise uses a somewhat different'symbol for [I]

here.

82. Wise apparently meant [e 10(31 .

83. "Negro Dialect," p. 525.

84. "Southern American Dialect," p. 40.

85. Lulled Phonetics, p. 297 (under the rubric:

"Features of Substandard Negro Speech Held in Common

with Substandard American Speech in General").

"...the symbol(C%--)) means 'corresponds to.'"

(p. 258, n. 12).

86. Ibid., p. 298 (under the rubric: "Features of Sub-

standard Negro Speech Held in Common with Substan-

dard Southern White Speechu).
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87. See Margaret Roberts, Pronunciation- of Vowels in

.Negro Speech (Ohio State University dissertation,

1966), p.'74.

88. McDavid, "American Social Dialects," College English,

XXVI (1965), 258; Wise, Applied Phonetics, p. 294.

89. Our description of Gullah is based on Turner,

AfriCanism,s. (above, note 68), pp. 15-17, 19, 20, 246,

247; and Turner, 'Votes" (above, note 68), pp. 16-18.

90. But Turner records [A I] (his transcription) as the

vowel in bird fol.- a James Island, S. C. Gullah

speaker; See Turner, Africanisms,p. 280 (lines 6,. 10

from top).

91. Ibid., p. 19.
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